
The below Live Longer script will promote positive attitude towards developing healthy habits and 

encourage changes in your life style conducive to a longer, happier life.  

Category - Health & Fitness: Live Longer 

1. Hello and welcome to the first day of powerful affirmations. My name is Chloe and I am 

really pleased to have you join me today so I can to guide you through this Live Longer 

meditation. I hope you are excited and ready for this journey of mindfulness with me. The 

Live Longer audio will help engrain positive attitude towards Health and Longevity. The 

benefits of listening to it are numerous: you will build trust towards yourself and the power 

to change your life for the better, you’ll create healthy habits for the future and become 

calmer and more connected to your higher self in the process.  

So I hope you are feeling good, relaxed and ready to join me for this powerful affirmation 

practice.  Let’s begin now… 

2. To get ready simply find a comfortable seat or lie down. Try to keep all distractions away 

from you, ensure the room you’re in is ventilated, quiet and that no one will to disturb you 

in the next 15 minutes.  

Allow your body to relax from the top of the head to the tips of your toes. Start observing 

your breath, noticing your inhalations and exhalations… Feel your belly expanding and 

contracting with each breath you take. There is nothing for you to do during this session of 

affirmations, but to relax listen to my voice, and repeat the statements quietly in your 

mind…  

3. The subject of today’s meditation is Live Longer. You will hear a series of affirmations that 

will help direct your subconscious mind towards a more mindful, health conscious approach 

to life. Repeating the statements with belief, conviction and emotion will help rewire your 

brain in a positive direction towards a longer, healthier life.   

 

4. We will now start with the first round of affirmations. Make sure you are comfortable 

wherever you are, relax the entire body and repeat each affirmation after me with as much 

feeling, awareness and emotion as you can. 

 I am healthy and I am well 

 

 I lead a life that is aligned to health and longevity 
 

 All the choices that I make are directed towards a long and healthy life 
 

 I eat foods that bring the right nutrients to my body and mind 
 

 I preserve my energy by experiencing both positive and negative emotions in a way that is not 
depleting, nor extreme.  

 

 I engage in regular movement in order to keep the supply of blood to my muscles and my 
joints lubricated 

 

 The intake of substances harmful to my body is brought to a minimum 
 

 My choices with regards to food, drink and exercise are wise and aligned with Nature 
 



 I attune my body to the seasons, the time of the day and my body’s natural needs so that I 
can live a healthy, long life.  
 

 I start each day with a thought of gratitude for the beautiful, intelligent and strong body I am 
given.  

 

 I trust myself and I thank myself for being who I am each day  
 

 I am aware that the power of making the right choices in my life rests entirely with me… every 
day. 

 

 I am open to changes that are conducive towards a healthier and more fulfilling lifestyle. 
 

 I’m not afraid to make a new start at any time of the month, the week or the day, so I can 
improve my life and support my longevity.  

 

 I work towards quieting my mind from constant negative and critical thoughts towards myself 
 

 Every day I see examples of my positive health achievements and I remind myself to never 
stop working towards a longer happier life. 

 

 I preserve my energy by engaging in activities and interacting with people that do not deplete 
me. 

 

 I increase my energy levels by engaging in movement, conscious breathing, kind thoughts 
and actions aligned with my health and longevity 

 

 I tirelessly seek new information to support my zest for a healthy, long life 
 

 I am prepared to leave behind any harmful habits that do not support my strive for health and 
longevity 

 

 I’m kind to myself every time my actions stray from my pre-described plan and I gently steer 
myself back onto the right track 
 

 I do not overwork myself, take plentiful rests, enjoy a healthy sound sleep  
 

 I engage in daily meditations, quieting and clearing my mind  
 

 I take every opportunity I have to reconnect with nature, fully recharging myself   
 

 I maintain a light-hearted and youthful approach to life 
 

 Each day I see life with new fresh eyes and I am surprised by the beauty of each moment 
 

 I believe that I deserve to live a long and healthy life (27 affirmations) 
 

Now, let’s repeat this set of affirmations one more time, in order to imprint them deeper into your 

subconscious. In this way we will change your thought patterns and align them with the powerful 

idea of living a long healthy life.  

(Repeat affirmations…) 

5. We have now reached the end of the meditation. Great job! I hope you are feeling so much 

better! Well done and remember to thank yourself for taking it through to the end. You are 

on the path to manifesting powerful and positive changes. With these small steps you are 



becoming healthier, stronger and more fulfilled in your life. Congratulations! Have a great 

day! 

 

6. And remember - you can repeat these statements each time you wake up in the morning. 

This will help refresh your mind with positive thoughts and give your day a great start. 

Do join me in two weeks’ time for our next session. Keep an eye open for our email and I 

look forward to guiding you again. Stay safe and happy. 

 

Chloe 

 

 


